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Asoneof its legacies, the, wir: Op,poverty hasserved to remind us.
A

ei

ofthe difficulty of ,effecti ely:440, r, ihdeed, accuratelyraw--_

ticipating_the course of social pOIi igthe 1965-1975 dec de,.

-
mimerouaIederal governent..policies were planned,and-undertaken as

'part of the war on poverty. The'office of Economic Opporiunity'OEb)

implemented other policies with. the objdc iVe of. aiding low-incoine
,

People, although not as an explicit part'of:the plans and actions of

.that organization, Rapid ohanges otcurred in still'other policy-malcing

prganizatianeLaffecting the'pOor, but not as a

branch plIningor'legislative Many of these changes and

result of either executive

k -

their effects were largely unanticipated. While several of the meaeures

explicitly designed to redutezincome poverty proved ineffective, some'

the unanticipit*and-unplanned changes were patent in increasing

the economic 4.Telft4 thOse at the bottom of the.income distribution.

0

,The net result was a substantial reduction in poverty over the decade.

This discussion will place the ten years of the war on.povertY

perspective and, on the badis, of:both the experiment in policy inter-

, ft

vention, and some recent.social trends,i the paper will kpeculate On the

nature and course of social poiicY over the next decade.
/..
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The basis of andotivations for the war on pOverty ape reviewed as .,

A

the primaryconoern Of the first part Of this discussion: The premisesiosed

to justify the strategies chosen are recounted, and the Progress against

'povetty.during.the 196571975 decade is appraised. A proposition this palper

expldres iS)that many tOortant policy developments affecting the poor

dUring this decade weremot found on the agenda-of the war omo,poverty s4

- planners-in the 1960s.

nOt an

,t

,

Indeed, many of the cincial developments were

0
ould nothave been anticipated at the ifteption of tke war

on poverty. Hence,.while poverty'was -reduced during the decade, it

is diffiCult-to directly attribute this r ult to those programs that

,;

played an explicit part igthe war. Credit muSt also.belliven to*.

other changes, perhaps enabled andencouragediy, andRovert, poticied,

though not a central part of those policies. P"iirt 2 of this paper
,

comments on sothe recent developments in'the nation's political and

Social acruciure and refleCts Upon.the legady of past social policy, *.

serving as the basis for a few speculations on the future conrse of

social--policy. These speculations reflect but one view of the future
C

implications of some recent social and,political trends: Increased

attention to the implications of'such underlying changes, Misty.well be

. . . .

the appropriate response of social scientists4disillusioned:Over the

failure of planned social change and the naive belief in the power

'of rational public policy.
1

11 Basigand Motivations-for the War on Poverty

Several forces contributed to the origin of the war on poverty: (1)

.._

compassion ,stemming from atrial hardship evident,in t4prockets of the pop

,ulation ideniified by geography, culture% and racsa ( rassment over 'the

)",$k

4
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A
, inconsistency of this hardahip witi-cthe image Of affluence; (3) fear

, e
:

.regarding the.Potential forviolencel.and disruption inherent'in such in-
,

equality; (4) excitement stimulated by the call,for progressive new.policies

.by an administration with,"!liberal" inclinations (or at least rhetoriC);.

andy(5) faith in the efficacy of social plannine.stimulated bi social
\I-,

scientists and other academics whose-public respect and influence *as
.

,

.1

atA.ts zenith. To disentangle these forces, or to order them, is at

almost impossible
.4

tadk. Interestingly, except for a general concern

mith unemployment and the econoMid pOSItion f blacks generated by the

ciyil -rights movement, there was no organizedcinterest group,demanding

new programs for the poor. Slmilarly, there was no 'history f Party

platforms that had-addressed
,

this problem with high priority.HAnd,-there
.,, Az

...-

*SS no apparent surge ofi public opinion designating t:e0oViY:as the central
? %

.. j. -' -:. ., . -.

Abliestic policy probleiL. 4 number.of writingiappeired intithe early
.

1960s that did influence the'climaie.of pane opinion.. .ii them, Michael

Harrington's The Other America and Dwight McDonald's NOkY'yOrket Eire-
,

examples. HoWeveri these writings and others, appear to have,mainly

motivat d ddle-olass whites..
..

,

4,

ixtrty to the'nSture these'origins and

the,war on,poVerty deYeloped ad it did. Perhaps because no organiZed interes

grout). representing the-poor demanded direct subsidization, and perhaps

, because social scientists dominated 0E0 policy planningefforts, the

existing conditions,

(

strategy.aciopte4 by the war on poverty was.premised on the view that

the problem wawbasically one of low labor market productivity. The

poor were viewed as being in that stale because they did not work

enough or woriclard enough, or because their Skills and qualifications

were insufficient to raise,them out of poverty even if they did work hard.



-This condition, in itirn, was attributed to the lagging state of the economy,

./

the basic characteristics of the poor, and discrithination against:these

characteristics by thOse who controlled access to.jobs or goods and

services. All of these factors represented fundamental problems of the
9

'Anerican economy. Hence, if Was, argued that any truly effective policy

would have'to strike at these root causes. Policy to reform or expand

the-system of income transfers might reduce the maldistribution-of income

and inprove the economic welfare of the poor; however, it would not

,aler these structural deficiencies. The remedy cequired overepolicy
A

'measures-by the federal government designed to improve the performance

of.the economy, the productivity characteristics of the poor, and the

attitudes (or at least the behavior) of those who.hired or sold to the°

2
poor.

We.

ReVitalization.of the.nation's economy was given the highest

priority on the government's list of antipoVerty measures. Policy

planners attributed the high unemployment and low labor force partici-.

pation by the Poor to a Jagging economy rather than'a problem of poverty,

unwilling to concede that the poor's-desire to work was less than that of %.-

the honpoor. It-was athis time that the "full employment gap" and,"fiscal

drag" becameaiPart of the. President's vocabulary and,fiscal stimulus in

the form of a massive tax cut was viewed as the warto increaSemthe

nation's rate of economic growth, reduce unemployment, and eliminate

'the gap in hours worked (and, perhaps, wage rates) between the poor

and nonpoor. The policy-generated' increaEse in aggregate demand and

, -

income Would "trickle-7down" to the poor. Accelerated economic growth

was to be a key weapon in the war on poverty: hence, the Tax.Cut of
,y

1964.

ow .
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"To gauss the progress made in securing this increase in tile income

of poor families, measurei of,:income poverty were divelopea. These *

measures established an absolute income cutoff for families of various

sizes.and locations and ware adjusted annually for price-level changes..

In 1964, 13 percent Of all U.S.,flifiliea and 17 percent of441 citizenr

_were found in income pays erty: A reduction-in this indicator was a

kv,objective on the mid-1960s aggregate deMand policy.3'

However, stimulating aggregate denzand would not, by itself, be

- I.

sufficient'to solve,the problems inherent in the characteristics of the

poor that would reqUire more specific Policies aimed directly at them.

The .g in work skills between poor and nonpoor wouldfhave to be

correct d and manpower training, bOth instit tional and on-the-job,

required. 'Hence, the Job Corps, NeighborhO d Youth,Corps,.the Manpower

Development and Training Act'(IDTA), JOBS, and WIN were either established

or scheduled for rapid expansion. In addition to a lack of skills, the
\'..,-

poorin general, had considerably less education than the nonpoor. And,

while little could be done to correct-this disparity for those cohorts

that had already reached,working age, better preparation for school,

better schOoling, and more schooling focused on the children of the

poor, would insure that'thia.deficiency would not Afflict the children

of this generation's poor,as it'had thoae of past geheratiOns. The result_-.

was 'the initiation of numerous programs such as Head Start, Upward

Bound, Follow Through, Teacher Corps, and Title I of the Aid 0-

Education Act.. And, aince low performance in school and on the

job was, due to defiCiencies in diet, the Emergency Food Aid and the

school lunch program was established,. Similarly, the debilitating effects
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t
: I

Of'illnesa and disability on job pdrformanCe Was reduced,by prOviding the
. .

.

Poor with spbtidized medical-care to improve their access to phe health

,

.

.
.

caie system and raise their health status toward that of the'nonpoorI,. For

. o :

this objective; and also because medica1-Eare Was coming toy' regarded'
, .. ,

as a service not to'be allocated on the basis of ability to-pay, Ne ghbor--4

;

hood NealthCentere aneMedicaid.were established to Subsidize ;the Medical...
e

expenses bf welfare recipient's and the "medicaliiindigent."
44r

uring the'.Finally, programs that Were more concerned with reetr

, .

social institutions used by the poor to gain'access to jobs Jane goods

and services, and less'concerned With the personal traits o..the poor

were initiated. The Community Action program w

to coordinate the wide range of socialse ces

local, and private organizations. .In fact, itS

0-

s establistied osteAkibly.I.

being'provided by state, ,17
,7

,

establishMent-served

to reduce the political povertyof low-income groups and/racial minorities.

By granting the poor increased participation in the decisions Of agencies

that allocated goods and services, access to these services was increased..

More6Ver, this increased participation enabled.the poor to alter the.

6.

composition of services available and more clearly perceive how,insti-

tutional change could be encouraged by political, action. In addition,

the Legal Services program was established tp both:.enhance the flow
, I .

of services to' the poor, and enable-;the poor...and their.advod'ates to

influence the structure of institutions diseensing goods, services, and

jobs. TegislWoh to insure equal opportunity in employmencan(cUhOusing

(though somewhat belated and not terribly etfective) was also viewed as

an effort tO,alter'the behavior; if not the attitudes, Ofjnstitutione

controlling aocess to markets for jobs, goods, and services.

8
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This menu Of,programl represents part of the,governmenCs effort

to win the war oft poverty. Nearly. eVeryihypothetical avauMption'concerning
,

,

.. 6

,. why the poor perforthed-weakly. in the Iabor.market was reflected in some':
.

/ - ' . .

, ....
prOgram. Taien as a:whOl,e, the prograsp reflect,the.jUdgement4.that

,
.

.
.

11

, -
, .

public measures. cduld alter .both the perfo nce of-the economy.and the
. ..

.

, , f ,.

, characterisficeof-the.pods and, thereby,

,. V . , -. , .

rove' their e"ionomic atatua.

. i

'More labor deskO, Combined With asocialty augmented increase in
. .

- -

" - . a

.

earnings capacity, cyag;*he.primary strategy. Inoreased political--', .r

-.
'. ) "

.

i

participation slid advocacy leading to the restructuring of Political-
.

. .

2and social institutions was a secondary strategy. In the mid196,!: I%
. .,

.

to major direct income redistributicin program was proposed by.' the,
-

. . . .
. ./

. - ,

President or implemented-by Congress--no maja&increass4in.income
. - .

,

r

tran4sfers to the.poor, no sYstem of demogrants,/no'family'Allowences,
V \

no negative'inc me tax. There was no.propósal for implementing 41 major,-

direct attack on etructural weaknesses in,the labor market. Efforts
.,

thatinsure equal opportunity inemployment.formthkpply measure

designed to increase the employmentland earnings of ,the poSi by ex-

,

plicitly ificreasiing the demand/for their Services. 4

- 1!".

ParalleI,with this planned attack on povertYlivs another set'cT

efforts. While this second set, of meatured wag not 4n...exp1icit parZ:

A
Ofthe war on poverty, it was related to andtperhaps induced,by it.

1

*One'of the results of the 3.411. On ppveity was that no. government
..;

ii t,

,
agency and nopcongressional committee was free'from-the persistent

4 A

.

query posed regardi4 policies, under their jurisdiction: "What <roes

,
it do'for the poor?" IndeedI, answering this question tsecame an

/



important function of 0E0; located in the Executive Office of the

President. As a result, the political viability of any.proposed

measure was enhanced'if advocates could demonstrate that the measure

would contribute-to the antipoverty objectiVe. :Ana, social program'

advocates in a large number of areas employed 1110.s rationale to good
.

advantage.

Over ihe coUrieof the decade, the benefits and coverage of the

Social Security,progra0 were modified to increase ihe antipoverty im-

pact of'the program. To some, these changes compromised the socn1

insurance principle upon which the program was founded, in order to

focus on providing more general incOme Support. Bythe mid7-1970s,

the food stamp program (begun in 1964 as a program:designed primarily

to stabilize and suppoKt farm_tommodity prices) becamesa $5 billion.

assistance program for,all low-income families, irrespective of their

'work status or the cause of their meager income. -In effect, it be-
.

came a 'negative income tax for food. Similarly, the evolution of the

health Policy took on an antipoverty character,. In 1965, a long de-7

bated'program of health care fOr the aged, Medicare, was passed. gub-

lic housing for low-income families, which was a relatively small'pro-',

gram before 1965, grew to 2.5Million units by the mid-1970s with

an annual budget of more than $2.5 billion. Of the in-kind programs.
. -NI.

that blossomed during,. this decade, only one, the Legal S'ervices pro-

gram, was an integral part of the planned war on poverqi,. While the

programs' passage and rapid grizyth were- facilitated by the national

:

. 1 0



antipoverty objective, they wete neither initially conceived as'part

of the-war on poverty, nor were they within',the j isdictioPof 0E0.

In addition to the war on paverty prOgrams and the legislated.

growth of other programs, justified in part on antipoverty grounds,

there was a.third set of policy developments affeN4g,the poor. :Prior,O.

,to 1965, a number of public assistance programs 71sted, which.prIvided

cash support4to particular Categories of. pod people. The prithary ones

Wer6 -Aid td Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and Aid to;the Aged1

Blind, aneDisabled. Although many changes were milde in these pro-

grams during the 1965-19754ecade, few'were intended by either the

President br the Congress 6, generate increases in.program coverage,- in

,real benefit level's, or in the'proportion of citizens eligiblg to receive

benefit or.in thejoraPartio f citizens eligible to receive

benefits. NeVerthelea-C theae welfare programs grew enormbusly.during
/

that decade. 'This growth, primariy.in the AFD6and Aid tO. the Disabled ,

programa:A.7as neither planned nor anticipated. .Federal Public assistance

expenditures for these two prograda increabed from $2.7 ,billion in 1965

t.o nearlY:$6 billion in 1974, while total program coi3ts rose from

$4.7 billion-to nearly $15 btillion. ,The sourcea of this growth were

complex, but jncluded (l) increased leniency on the pa "Nrylfare admin-

istrators; (2) expanded tights and entitlements stemming from the initia-
r

tives of oripniied grouP'soof recipients and legal rights acfivists; (3)

more liberalized court interpretations of beneficiary rights and entitle-

ments; (4) higher state supPlZental benefits; and (5) ./ reduced stigma



attached to beinvon welfare. ?Irrespective of.the source, program

growth contributed substantially to_the reduction of income p erty. By-
.

4 .

1972, these,prograM's contributed-$8 billion to the elimination of the

, .

ert gaTend, altliough precise estimates ,were not:available, he
.

figure

waS011iely to have,risen to $10 billion by 1975. More than 85 pjcent
. ...

.
4 of the benefits of these programs accrued to the pretransfer poor. HowAlier,

., 40.
it can hardly be claimed that this contribution was part of the Vision

of antipoverty planners.

AB a result of both planned and unplanned developments 1)etween 1965

and 197, the decade witnessed substantial improvement in the economic

status of the,Poor.

'crease in

% incidence

t ,

The economy grew, rapidly in the 1960s and the in-,

ggregate demand resulted in a significant decrease in the

f officially defined poverty. This early decrease has largely

t

persisted, in spite of somc increase in official,poverty from 1972
4

o
,

to the recessiOn in the,mid-1970s. Moreover, even though serious in
.., 1*

e5444tY remains, the bl k-white educapion S;nd incomd\ratios are

.W.gfiei.. !today than in e early 1960s, mid the participation of blacks

and other pookgroups in the political process has increased'mAkedly.

The volume of cash,and;An particular, in-kind transfers has experienced
- (

unprecedejAed growtfi. And: w4eg only the former coaributes,tO a re-
. .

. ,

r

duction. in measured poverty, 13oth have augmented the economic'well-
..0..,

being,of those at the,'bottom of the distribution. A recent study has

e
indicated that, if family income is defined so as to Include the recip

/
.

ient value A 1(1-kind b nefits, the nation can claim to have made sub:-

it

.
7

,

6 ---'
stantial adVances dur # g the last decade in reducing income poverty. ..:,....--- /

c
,

.
I

1 2
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Ihia.conclusion may be misleading; itcOuid be taken to imply the
0

Unqualified auccess of war on..:Oovertypolicies. But considering the

largely.negative evaluation of the bffect of many_of theseprokrams on

the ihcomes of participants (And the 'lack of effect of increased education

,and,child development programa on cognitive ichievement), auA an in-

,

.ference would be unwarranted.- It would be more accurate to say that
, 1,

- 'while planned an'tipoverty policies have been responsible for some in-
.

crease in the productivity and varnings.of the:poor, other changee.that

were neither designed nor coordinated as part of the war on poverty, and.-

in nany cases, were unanticipated and, on occasion, Opposed by policY
' 1,*

planners, contributed to poverty re %

This conclusion deserves some elaboration for, as stated, it fails

to identify the source of these unexpected and unplanned developments.

While some policy developments having;a substantial antipoverty impact

were neither structured nor anticipated by the planners of the war on

N...poverty, no one can know the extent to which.these developments were

either permitted or prompted by the act of declaring and implementing

such a war. Several,questiona arfae. Was the reduced stigma'of being

On welfare-caused by tbe'esrahliahment of a national antipoverty (*cave

itself, or,.should it be attributed.to.the increased leniency of welfare

administratorsrand liberalized court interpretations urged by welfare

rights advocates? To what extent was the increased participation of

blacks and the poor in conVentional politic a side.effect of planned
A

antipoverty programs, and how important w this participation on- the

passage and growth of income-conditioned health, food, and housing

serviCes or the expansion of the Social Security system?

13



The,COmplexity and interdependence of these indirect, unplanned., and
^

-unexpected impacts of the wir on poverty"defy,penetration, preventi4g

a fUll and.complete evaluation of that war, though a reasonable .

appraisal of the results of-the war on.poNterty, might iun as follows:

While the direct contribution of the war to raising the income of the

poor does not appear to have been great, the total effect-of that effort,

on poverty reduction may have been substantial. The extent of a favorable

judgement rests on how one interprets subtle and inairect 'evidence

regarding the causes of the unexpected and unplanned developments;%

in particulat their'dependence on the announcement of a war on po erty
'

and the implementation of its:programs. Given the-signifiinnt iricrease

in-social welfare apending, the income-conditioning of numerous public.

,Priggrams, and the reduction in.the incidence of income poverty over

the decade, the hypothegia that the Iull impact of the war on poverty is:

4,

no larger than its direct effect on the incomes of the poor seems un-

acceptable Even though the precise magnitude of the total contribution
.

of the wat, direct plus'indirect, is and will remain unknown, any final ,

evaluation Of succesd of the war on povertxmust.be more favorable han

is implied.by the cost-benefit appraisals of specific antipoverty p

.grams.

Developments in This Nation's Political and Social Structure:
Past, Present,'Future

While the significant role.played by the unanticipnied makes one

hesitant to speculate .on the future courne*of social policy, it would seem

14



12.

unduly timid to refrain from explortng some implications of a few recent
.

developments., These developments reflect the nature of soc).al policy

during the 196571975 decade, ab,well as Other trends in-attitude and deMo-

graphy not related to past polidy, but'in no vsy exhaust the set of JD:-

portant social and political trends. Yet, taken together, these develop-
.

a

ments would seem to have implications for the likely evolution of social )

policy in the.late 1970s and 1980s. In particular, because of these fund-

amental changes in attitude and demography, the focus of forthcoming

social policy debates will tend to shift away from income,poverty and

'thward a concern with the disparity in economic status between groups

in this society. As has been nOted, the primary question put to policy

proposals during the last decade has been, "What will it do for the poor?"7

In the next decade the question put to such propdeals is likely to be

"How will its benefits and costs be distributed among .high.and low-

income groups?" And condern with the "nature, causes, and dures of
.

poverty" will be augmented by concern witn the "nature, causes, and

cures of opulence."

Because of this shift in focus, proposals designed to modify incoMe

and wealth extremes at both ends of the distribution will be at the

center of the social policy debate, and the performance of the labor

market, the primary income-generating mechanism,-will come under in-

creased scrutiny,. And we should,expect policies designed to alter and

Supplement the functioning of that market and the income distribution that ft

yields to be put forth and debated.. Similarly, the structure of the
1

public tax-transfer .system and its effectiveness in 'eliminating income

1 5
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a

(

and Wealth extremes will be questioneda Programs relating to 'wealth

or accessiOn taxation, increased effective incoMe-tax rates (dU6 to".

/

the elitination-of special provisions in the tax code favoring thoie

With high incomes), and the substitution of a comprehensive national

igcome-eupport policy for the existing melange of assistance progrnMs

are likely to attract a good deal of support as effectiVe instrumentS.

for redUCing economic inequality.

What then, are the developments that are likely to stimulate con
,46

.
with income disparities as opposed to income poverty? The first develop.-

ment has already been touched Alpon. Because of the,rapid grOwth in

/

cash and in-kind transfer Programs,
8

income pdverty as conventiOnally

defined', is.no longer'the serious problem it was in the early 1960s.

With a concept of family income altered to include the recipient value of

in-kind transfers and corrected for income underreporting and interfamily

transfers, the incidence of income poverty has been markedly reduced

aince 1965. Using corrected figures, it is likely that in 1975 fewer

than 5 percent of all household units fell below the official poverty line.

In addition to the ealization that substantial progress against

nbsolute poverty has been'made, there is a. second development con-

eerned with income disparities. In spite of the enormous growth in

income-conditioned trannfer and nocial welfare xpenditures_ in the 19657

1975 decade, the nation'ti money-income distribution has not become

notably more equal. In,retronpect, income-nupport lioliciea have served ,

.
only to offnet the increasing.tnequality. in the distribution of, earned

fncome Becaune of the apparent necular tendency of the labor market

to Increane the nprend between high- and low-earnings recipients,-
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\

growing 600.111 welfare hudget appears-necessary simply to prevent a,.

deterioration in the,existing highly unequal, distribution of final

10
income.

,

Tbe,cause of a third deVelopment in incoMe dlOipaxit0 related,to

the increapiftifinequality in the distribution o earned-income. Stemming

from a,variety of reasons, recent Yek.rehalit witnessed the beginning

of two demagiaphic changes, which aie'likelyto continue over tbe next

decade: Bqth.changes are rooted in a growing desire for individual

AirApendence, and both tend to exacerbate the existing inequality in the

diribution of Incómi.

+halirst change, at least in.part related to the wcen'snove-

niènt, is the growing labor force .participation of married women, (in

particular, wamen.from middle- and upper-middle-income families). When

the additional income generated by these new labor force partitipants

A

is added to that of their spouses,*which in many cases wall already

sufficient to place the family well up in the incame distribution,

these living units will move even further into the upper tail of the

distribution, increasing the spread between Tich and poor.
11

Moreover,

in a lagging economy, this increased flow of female'labor force partici-

pante, with substantial education and earnings capacity, will tend to

displace some male employment in the'lower- or=lower-middle-skill ranges.

To the.extent.thae those diaplacN are from family units in the lower

uail of the distribution, a further stimulus to inequality iaprovideC

a,

The secand demographip change is reflected in the 'changing

patterns of family utructure":.
7mo,

been an lorrenning tendency To

Anumwhe olq

both maintain

17

and the young there haø

separate and independent
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',1iving,units where they presently exist, and to create separate units\

where coupling exists. Increasingly, unmarried individuals below 25 yearb

of age, many of whom are students, are eaXablishing living arrangements

independent_pf their parepts. Similarly, perhap's because of,the in-

.creasing benefit levels.of social security' and other transfer prOgramk
. ,..,,

..,,.. _

..elderly couples anclindividuals are reta: ining,indgpendent living,quarters

until more advanced ages,4or are substitut'ing independsnt living arrange-
,

ments in nursing or retirement homes for residence in the homes of child-.

ren. Further, recent years have seen rising rates of divorce and separation

leading to an increase in the proportion of,female-headed families.. The

uncoupling living arrangements from all of these sources has generated

an inCrease in.measured inequalitY. n many cases, a living unit is

it

-
..P '',

created (or maintained) with a malt*. income level, leaving a pair of

units--one with a relatively hish income and the other with a relatively

low itme--in place of a single high'-income unit. 'Continuation of the

trends increasing the labor force participation of married women and

increasing the tendency for the uncoupling of living Units, will lead

12
to increasing measured inequality in the distributj of incoMe.

A final cpnsideration must also be mentioned: While setting an

.antipoverty test for all policy proposals may seem an appropriate way .

to reflect this objective in social decisions, it fails to,recognize

that the primary basis for collective action in some functional areas

:
is to correct for inefficiency and market failure in the private sector.

Collective action in tHese areas (e.g., transportation policy, water

resource and energy developtent).is motivated by the consideration of

public goods, externalities, and other problems of private markets,.
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a I.
and little Lnsideretion is given the desire to reduce poverty.

Because economically effiCient policy measures in these areas:often

fail to assist the poor, tile'Universal application of an antipoverty

1

test leads to the sacrifice of efficient Policy strategies in favor of

Jess effectiVe,'but prestmably more equitable,.measureal. Hence. in

trapapOrtation policy; air and water pollution control policy, eadrgy

policy, Lgher education policy, and natural resources policy--to mention

only the primary cases--ineffective strategies involving-public rule-
,

Saaking,or public subsidies have dominated efficiency-based measUres,

'

typically involving the use of publicly set fees and charges.
13

It is.reasonable to suggest that the increasing concern with

lic market failure" reflects a Perception that such subsidy and

This-makillg policy measures are both ineffective.and wasteful.:
1

spu ce of dissatisfaction with government performance, t . rests

I

-,

on the failure of tile pubric sector to directly *r...e:_,
I

ripti

P.disltribution problem.' The subsequent strategy

eqdity goals

inCome

accomplish

indirectly through inefficient subsidy and rule-making

measures has contributed. 6o'the proliferation of ineffective yolicy,
Aso;

and to a growing skepticism toward "government."' Recognition of this

source of "public market failure" argues for a more direct resolutiOn

of the inequality issue that would thus free policymakers from seeking

to reduce inequality simultaneously by improving the allocation of

the nations resources.
14

Because of these four considerations, there would seem to be same

basis for the

replace income

peculation that'in future years economic inequality will

poverty as the primary social'problem, anl that a diriect

19
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attack on this problem will be perceived as having merit. However, while

concern with economic inequality is likely to increasingly motivate

social policy discussions, the programs ultimately developed will alser

reflect existing constraints and conditions. Again, a number of,

recent.developments Feilect the legacy of the past decade of,social

. policy--a-legacy with which'flture policy must deal.

. An Important character'istic of the sacial policy between 1965 and

1975 is the inconsistency, inefficiendy, and inequality ofthe welfare

and income maintenance programs; which were either initiated or extended

.15
during this period. As has been increasingly realized, the structure

of this set of programa (sometimes generously referred to ap an. income,-

stipport system) has m#jor weaknesses: (1) It is built around specific
-

categories of people, eliminating some poor families completely; (2)

A number of programs have state-determine eligibility iequirements and

benefit levels, and, as a result, equally poor families of the same

structure may Ug'treated quite differently depending upon where they livei-

(3) Because of thia variance in the treatment of families, some families

with ablebodied nonworking heads may end up with more disposable incame

than other families with'full-tiMe working'heads1 (4) Taken together,'

these programs contain incentives that discourage,the work effort 4 the
0

part of recipients, encouraging family break-up, and promoting migration

from low--; to high-benefit regions; (5) Because of the patchwork nature

of the programs, thereAre serious administrative inefficiencies, and

equally serious inefficiencies in the targeting of benefits taward the

most needy family units. When held up to generally accepted principles

20
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of efficiency and-eqt1tiy, the social policy legacy of the 1965-1975

decade does not score well.

Because this structure primarily affects tase in the very.bottom

of the income distribution, any policy designedlto reduce income inequality

must first-cope with thist legacy.- And because its annual budgetary cost

(upwards of $100 bilfion) reaps far feWer distributiOnal benefits then

it coUld if allocated differently, any effort to attain distributional

goals must; in a period of constrained public hudgets, seek some means

of improving the efficiency of this atructure. 16
As the enormity of

this obstacle to effective income-redistribution policy is realized,.

the option of drastically restructuring this set of programs.is likely

to have grawing appeal. Implementation of the plans already developed

within thejederal government.to replaCe a number of existing income-

support programs with a comprehensive national inCome-support program

coupled,with tax reform designed to reduce special provisions accruing

to the rich may well be viewed as an AttractiVe means for effectively'

and efficiently reducing income inequality. These plans for a compre-

hensive national program would enhance work incentives, reduce geograph=

ical disparities in income support, and decrease the stigma and admini-

strative inefficiencies associated with existing programs. Such a

program would replace programs, that currently, cost between $40-50

bill*on, including Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Food Steps.

and Supplemental Security Income; for certain, and perhaps ultimately

PubliC Housing and other housingsupplements, Medicaid, Unemployment

Insurance, and same Veterans programs: Because any substantial redUction
I



in income inequality would require bore than a replacement of the existing

Set of income-conditioned programs, some incrdment in.pUhlic expenditures

financed by tax reform would be%equired.
17

7

Howeler, this overhaul strategy is clearly nonmarginal in 4s approach

A

and impact and for this reasbn it is likely to encounter substantial
...

*

:political opposition. The reduction An ttenefits tb
,

some.cu*rent program
0.'

beneficiaries, an inevitable result of-61(a. large-scale reform, would.:

be the source of some'Of . this opposition, An alternative to this over

?

haul perspective is the view that the 'existing potpourri of cash and

in-kind transfer programs is an acceptable start toward an effective

income redistribution system.
18

The implied strategy could be a source

of reduCed inequality by eXtending the coverage and benefit levels of

tbe existing programs, establighing national minima for benefits on

7 state .controlled programs, and adding program& (e.g.i comprehensive.

4national health insurance, child-care subsidies, a1ent supplements)

to fill in the gaps of coverage.

Ip considering the merits of these alternative approaches, three

issues seem partibularly relevant. First, It must be recognized that

any extension of the existing'structuy that would efficiently target

.

benefits on those at the bottom of the distribution would have to be

strongly incomelonditioned. Without reform in existing programs, which

would be tantamount to their replacement, such an extension would only.

add to an already serious cumulative tax-rate problem and cause the

destruction,of work incentives that accompany the program. Also; it

should be recognized that the strategy of extending a categorical set .

of programa is likely to exacerbate the administrative inefficiencies

2 2
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and overlaps in the existing programs and the discretionary behavior

f program administrators, both of which contribute to much of the

inequity in the treatment of similar cases. Finally; the .,two Strategies

have tether different budgetary implications.. 1s, kedistribution.policT

based on extending the current system implies, that.achieving istri-

butional gaals,can'resiJonly'on additional public budget Ou

existing $3.00ibillion income-support budget w6uld haVe to be

&e.

regarded

as a sunk cost; irretrievable, for purposes of sdditienal'income redis7,

tribution. A'replacement.of the existing system with a comprehensive
;.;Y

income7support system (a negative income tax) cauld achieve anyjipecified,
.

reduction 4 income inequality with a smaller increase.in the publi

bUdget.
,

The merits of an inCome-rtdistribution policy based oh the substitution

of a comprehensive national income-support program-cum-tax-teform for

several of the existing benefit programs is supPorted by the growiti'gr:

restlessness in Sweden, Great Britain, the Netherlands, and other

Western Europeanscountries regarding their extensive and generous income-

support systems. These systems (largely formed through the rapid expansion

in coverage and real benefit levels of multiple programs) are increasingly'

iriticized becaUse of, their rapid budgetary growth, high benefit levels,

high tax rates (or notches), and especially because of the difficulty in re-

moving individuals who got on the welfare rolls because of initial eligibil-

ity but who subsequently may have4ecoMe ineligible. The impact of this
$.

approach to income support is seen as having serious adverse effects on

long-term economic grawth, productivity and employment.' For these

Ass

2 3,
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,

'rears, arguments for'l negative incbme tax Or demogrant.scheme or

a reduction in the real benefit levels of existing programs areN< increas-

4ngly heard in. :, these countries.
19. °

In adAition to Its implications for future income support legislation,,

the policy legacy' of the-last decade will-also tend td focus attention

-

on the structure and functioning the lab6r market. AB has been
4r

empliasized, education and training policies oi the last decade designed

to improve the skills, productivity,-and hence,. the earnings of law-

skill workers, have not been particularly effective. And while the.

'Asa Of results from such supply-side policies are not easily explained,

the internal functioning of the latior market has b vi primary

suspect. The phenomena thaf have been suggested aartributing to

this failure are characterized in various ways: Has:4 6o competition

rather than wage competitioni as laborlmarket segmentation; or, as

simple immobilities, market power, rigidltieei or other market failures.,

,These same phPnomena are also viewed as contributing to the increase in
c:rnef

both the inequality of earned.incomes and the unemployment of low-skill

workers.
20

One implication of this view is that the structure of labor

market and the concept of the "job" will become a focus of social

policy debates in future years.. Because the structural characteristics

of existing labor Markets and industrial employment arrangements fsuch

as, labor union powei and exclusionary praetices, minimum wage legis-

lation, restrictions on entry to certain occupations, impediments to .

7 24
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spatial ad occupational mobility, racial discrimination, and the nature

--of "internal" labor markets) are seen, as contribut ing f.e/in- come inèul-
-b.

ity, easures for dindaMental changes ip these-areas are likA7'to

increase'and be increasinglY reflected in policy. Such reform Proposals'

extend from full worker participation in company deciaions onAnvestment,
:I

plant,location, wage scales, and...work arrangements, to more modest
N

..
.

.
A

; .

suggestions' regarding increaSed on-the-job training, constraints on firm
-

lay oft, and firing decisions and-an increased role of seniority-based

21/advancemgnt up specified job ladders internal to the firm.

To the extent that such fundamental change ia ecludetfor

political or other reasons, policies designed to supplement the 40Sults

of the labor market--including wage rate subsidies and -altrninga 04pple-
,

ments--are liYely to appear increasingly attractiVe. Indeed, in.the face,

of continuing Agh Unemployment, the Ultimate supplement to the labor(2 .

market--guarantead public service employmept--is likely tc%be put forth,

as an effective'policy instrument. In the presence of obstacles to more

fundamental Changes in the stru4ure of labor markets and employment, such

a policy approach Can be viewed as a feasible, if second best', way of

achieving both employment and distributlonal goals, in api its
,

serious administrative, equity end incentive prpblems. And, if combined

with an earnings supplement for those employed by'the private sector and

an income gdarantee for those nOi expected to work, Such a strategy

could lead to both increased amployme4 22
and decreased inequality.

.r

3. Conclusion

.Iht day,of.,income poverty AO a major public-issue would appear

to be past. Substantial progress toward assuring minimal standarda
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of food', housing, education:medical Care, anA incone has been made

over tke 196521975'decade. The totalrsocial welfare bildset (including

;

eatili:eion) now stands at $250'billion per:year. And fewer th'an ;

5 percent of the nation's households remain In indome.poverty when

the value of inrkind transfers is taken into account. But serious.income

Inequality rem .,.ains. Moreover, #ibution ofbase income '(earnings)

has-become increasingly unequal and demographic trends imPly étill

furthei inequalieY. For.these reasons, and because antipoverty efforts

)

have blocked ehe ittroduction of more efficient PoliCies iri"numerous

functional arapa, proposals for a more direct attack On income inequility

.are likely to increase. Such a focua on inequality (an the gap between
- ,

high and.low incomes) would seemto follow'natUrally in a decade where
.

a minimum level of economic well4eing has by and large been assuted

for all citizens.

OHowever, because of the legacy of,the Pagt decade.of social policy,

any efforts to reduce income inequality:must ftrst cope with the dis-

jointed'aKuncoordinited set of income transfer and social welfare
,

poliCiea'ialready in Place. Both budgetary constraints%nd prOblems

of work disincentives Caused by cumulative income-conditioned benefits

argue against th'e achievement of income-redistribution goals through

a simple extension of the existing strategy.- While the overhaul of

thia system with a comprehensive, national, negative income tax accom-

panied by Lax 'reform would seem to be essential If income distribution

objectives ate to be effectively, achieved, such an approach has and
,

will confront complex political problems.

26
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Finally, because of both the failure of supOly-side policies

designed to increase the productIyity and,earnings of workers

and the tendency of the labor markets to increase the spread of earned

income betWeen high and low earners, direct effortsto restructure or\

to suPplement labor markets are likely to he inOreasingly proposed as

instruments for achieving redistributive goals. These measures extend.

from the expansion of worker rights in the management and control of 4

firms to more modest iroposais for increased job securitY and upward

Mobility within firths to policies which woup publically,guarantee

employment, Supplement:earnings, or subsidize wage Oates,
t4

Obviously, what w1ll in fact, occur cannot be,accurately antici-

pated. As in the previous deade, many, future policy developments

affecting incame inequality are likely to be both unplanned and unantiai-

pated. If one were inclined to speculate, however, it would not be un-

reasonable to forecast that, in 1985, analysts will record a modest

reduction in income inequality during the 1975-1985 decade and attribute

it io some combination of (1) an overhauled and smewhat larger income

alipport system, (2) A reformed federal revenue system resulting in

increased effeCtive tax rates on higher income recipients; (3) a signifi-.

, *
cantly expanded public employment policy, and (4)'a modest restructuring

of labor markets, including a reduction in labor market discrimination

against raCial minorities and increased experimentation with worker-

management consultation on work arrangements. Only time, and the

commitment of American citizens and their leaders,will tell if even

such a mildly optimistic fore6ast is warranted.

27
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NOTES

,See the 1974 Presidential Address to.the American Economics.

Association by Walter Heller for a discussion of the basis of and

the response to this disillusionment. Walter W. Heller, "What's

Right with Economics," American Economic Review 65 Qlarch 1975):

-1-26. .See also Lance Liebman, "Social Inteivention in a Democracy.,"

The Public Interest No..34 (Winter 1974): 14-2g.

2. ThErApmination of this rationale in the early phases of the war

on poverty is indicated in the 1964 RePort of the President's

Council of Economic Advisqrs, a document with significant impact -

on subsequent legislation and administrative decisions.-,

3.- :Tor the first time, the 1964 Report of the President's Council

of Economic Advisors employed an income-based poverty measure, and

related it to the.proposed macroeconomic policies. The current

official definition and measurement of income poverty was first

spelled out in 1965. See Mollie Orshansky,. "Counting the Poor:

: Another look at the Poverty Profile," Social Security Bulletin 28

(January 1965); 3-29., It was formally adopted by 0E0 in 1969.

For a discussion on the basis and implications of this definition,

see Robert Lampman, Ends and Means of Reducing Income Poverty (New

York: Academic Press, 1971). For an appraisal of the effectiveness

of m4croeconomic policies on the reduction of income poverty, see

Robert PlOtnik and Felicity Skidmore, ProgressAgainst Poverty:

A'RevieWlof the 1964-1974 Decade (iew York: Academte Press, 1975).

4. While the.Federal antipoverty gency (0E0) submitted a five-

year antipoverty plan in 1966 which included an -income maintenance

scheme, it emphasized that a minimum incomeguarantee "is not thd

approach taken.by this p,I.Sn."

An exception is the Supplemental4Secut;ity Income,progrsm,

which beginning in 19741 combined the programs for Elle aged and

28
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r
. .

disabled poor and increased benefit levels. A second possible

exception was the 1967-AFDC amendments which increased the break-
,/

even income level in an effOrt to rednce.work disincentives and,

hence, increaied-the nnmber of families eligible for program

benefits. The main Motivation of the 1967 legislation, however,

was to reduce welfare costs and caseloads.

6. Sef T. Smeeding, Measuring the Economic Welfare of Low-'-

Income Households: 'The Anti4overty,Effectiveness of Cash and

Non-Cash Transfer Programs (New York: Academic Press; forth
,

coming). 'Correcting census data for income Misreporting,,mis-

specificatiqn nf the family unit,,and the failure to_include

the'recipieni Value of'in-kind transfers,. Smeeding finds that

for-1972, the official data places the,Poverty'income gap at

$12 billion, while the adjuSted figures indicate a poverty gap

of $5.4 billion, 45 percent of the official figure. Because

ofptherap,id increase in in-kind transferi in recent years, the

-corrected gap is likely to be less than $4 billion in 1975.

7. For a discussion of the role of thiSluestion as a test for

national pOlicy during the 1964-1974 deaide, see Robert Lampman,

"What Does It Do for the Poor--A New Test tor National yolicy,"

The Public Interest No. 34 (Winter 1914): 66-82.

8. From 1464 to 1972, social welfare:expenditures rose from

25.4:perceni of the federalsbudget tn41.,3 Percent, and from

4.3 percent of GNP io 8.8 percent.. Income maintenance expendi-

tured tOse from 20.2 percent of the federal budget to 31.8 pdrcent

during the same period.' See J.E. PIuta, "Growth and Patterns in

U.S. Government Expenditures, 1956-1972," National Tax Journal

(March 1974).

See Peter Henle, "Exiloring the Distribution of Earned
,

Income," Monthly Labor Review 95 (December,1972): 167-27, which

docuMents the changes in male earnings inequality over time. It

shoUld be noted that,-in addition to equalizing the diatribution

Jof income by targetting benefiteron the pretransfer poor, the

- 29
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nation's'income support:system, through its ailverse work incentives,

may have contribyted to:increased earnings inequality.

10. The inequalityin'the U.S. distribution of final income is

substantial in relation fo other relatively developed countries,

both East and West. According to the calculations of Peter Wiles

11.

12.
,

'[(Distribution of Income: East and West (Amsterdam: North Holland;

New York: American-Elsevier Pub. Co., 1974)], the semidecile ratio

(family income per head at the 95th percentile divided by family

income'per head at the 5th percentile) in the late 1960s Was

3 for Sweden; 4.2 for HUngary; 4..5 for Czechoilovakia; 5.9 for

.the United Kingdom; 6.0 for the Soviet. Union And Denmark; 12.0

for Canada; and, 13.3'for the United States.

See.S. Kuznets, "Demographic Aspects of the Distribution of

Intome Among Families: Recent Trends in the United States," Yale

University Economic Growth Center,-. Discussion Paper No. 165, 1972.

Lester Thurow, in a recent paper, st4es, "From 1969 to 1973,

'the participationvrate of wives with husbands in the $6000 to ,

$9999 group rose 30 percent, but ihe participation rate of the

$15,000 to $24,999,groUp rose 52, percent,and the participation

rates of the $25,000 And up group rose 79 percent." ("Lessening

Inequality in the.Distributions of Earnings and'Wealth,"' prepared

for the Institute of AdVanced Study, Princeton, N.J., 1975).

This increase in measured income inequality is not inconsistent .

with a decase in the inequality Of economic, welfare. At least

some of tne choices regarding increased independence and uncoupling

of living arrangeMenta may'well refledt a relaxation of econoMic

,constraintsamong those at the-lower ent of the distribution of 10

,economic welfare.

13. In nearly all of the areas mentioned, some aspect of Orivate

market failure provides the primary rationale for federal policy.
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Moreover, in each area, policy is Characterized by the provision

,./Of subsidies (either through direct expenditures or tax expendi-

tures) in combination with the imposition of, public regulations..

Economists have often criticized this policy stretegy, emphasizing

the inappropriate incentives implicit in the subsidies and the .

waste.and ideffectivenees of pUblic rule making. In the cases

mentioned, it has beenksuggested that a pricing approach.be lub-
,

stituted for the existing strategy. Effluent chargeson pollution
9

discharges, user charges for use of waterways, congestion tolls

in recreation areas and highways, full-cost tuition in higher

education, andlosoline taxes for energy conservation Are examples,

of such a pricing approach, Supporters of the subsidY or rule-

making strategy have eylphasized the burden on ,low-income families

of price increases resülting from such charges, neglecting the

more hidden coste and burdens on this same group of families-from

public subsidies or the wastes rom inefficient rule making: For

further elaboration on thte .point, see Robert Bi'veman, "Efficiency'

And Equity in Natural-ResOurce and Environmental policy;" American

JOurnal of Agricultural-Economics 55 (DeceMber. 1973):. 868-878.

14. Arthur Okun has stated: "Once those rights that money should

not buy are protected and_economic deprivation is ended, I

believe that our society would be more willing to let the competiv .

tive market have its place. Legislators might even enact effluent

fees and repeal usury laws if they saw progress toward greater

economic equality." *quality and Efficiency: The Big Tradeoff

(Washington: 'The Brookings Institution, 1975)].

15. See M. Barttl, G. Carcagno, and J. Palmer, Toward and Effective

Income Support System: Problems, Prospects, and Chdices (Madison,'

ts, Wisconsit:' Institute-for Research on-Poverty, 1974) and,the series

of studies published.from 1973 to 1975, prepared for the use cf

the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic Committee,

entitled Studies in Public Welfare.
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16. Smeeding, "Measuring.Economic Welfare,"'indicates,that in

1972* $102 billion of cash and in-kind transfer led'to a $30 billion

reduction in the poverty gap. From 1968 to 1972, the increase of

more than $30 billion in expenditures on these programs was accOm-

panied by a reduction of only $3 billion in the-poverty gap.

17. Options available for,tax reform have been set forth in G.
r*4 :

Break and J. Pedbmin, :Federal Tax Reform: The Impossible Dream'

(Washington: ThBrociig ins t ftutian-, 1975).

18. .See,G. Steiner, "Reform Follows Reality: The Growth of Welfare,"

The Public Interest No. 34 (Winter 1974): 47-65. See also the

overview paper by Irwin Garfinkel, in Barth,-Caragno, and Palmer

Toward an Effective Income Support Sxstem..

19. See, for example, the address by the Former Chancellor'of

the Acchequer, the Rt. Hon. Anthony Bar.ber in Great Britain's

Tax Creait Income Supplement (New York: The Institute for Socio-

Economic Studies, 1975); Martin Rein, "Income Maintenance Policy

in Sweden, Britain and France," Current History (August 1975);

and B. Fishbein, Social Welfare4ibroad (New York: The Institute

for Socio-Economic Studies, 1975).

20. See P. Doeringer and M. Piore, Internal Labor Markets and

Manpower Analysis (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath'and Company, 1971);

U.S., Congress, Joint Economic.Committee, Lowering the Permanent

Rate of Uneiployment, by Martin S. Feldstein (Washington, D.C.:

U.S. Govei-nment Printing Office, 1973), and Lester Thurow,

Generating Inequality (New York: Basic Books, 1975).

21. While pressures for increased worker participation in decisions

heretofore considered to be the right of management have not yet

emerged in potent form in the United States, they are very much a part

ofl-indeed dominateeconomic policy debates in most Western European
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countries: In 1975 and 1976, ti& issue oftjorker participation in

firm decisiona led to political crises in West Germany' and the

Netherlands. In moat Western European countries, signifiCant

. experiments in the expansion of the rights of workers councils .

ire under4y.:

22. A policy strategy designed to guarantee a job for all those

wild are able and4:111ing,to work is embodied in the proposed Full

Employment and Balanced Growth Act (also known as the Humphrey-

Hawkins bill) introduced into,the Congress in 1976 with the support

of 110 members of the House of Representattves,and several senators.

This proposal is analyzed in a series of papers in "Planning For

Full Employment," The Annals of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science, March, 1975. For an analysis-of the adminis-

trative, efficiency, and equity problems of public employment

efforts, see A. Fechter, "Public Employment Programs: An Evalu-

ative Study,"Paper No. 19, in the U.S. Congress, Joint Economic

Committee, Studies in Public Welfare. Efforts to design a program

including earnings supplements, income maintenance, and public

employment are found in R. Haveman, Tork Conditioned Subsidies as

an Income-Maintenance Strategy: Issues of,Program Structure and

Integration" Paper No. 9, 1973; and R. Lerman, "JOIN: A Jobe and

Income Program for American Families," Paper No. 19; 1974, both

in U.S. Congress, Joint Econamic Committee, Studies in Public

Welfare.
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